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Smartform Sacrificial Formwork
900Mm X 2250Mm
SKU: 6193-SF90225

Fast simple laying of the formwork
No time or costs for de-moulding cleaning and returning
the formwork
You do not need lifting equipment for processing
A release agent is not necessary
Available in flat sheets or pre-folded to meet unique site
specifications

https://www.powerpac.co.nz/shop/concrete-construction/sacrificial-formwork-products/pecafill-permanent-formwork-900mm-x-2250mm/
https://www.powerpac.co.nz/shop/concrete-construction/sacrificial-formwork-products/pecafill-permanent-formwork-900mm-x-2250mm/
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Powerpac’s Smartform is a single-use Sacrificial Formwork product that remains in place once
concrete has set. Made up of wire mesh and covered with heat-shrink polyethylene, Smartform is
strong, lightweight, and durable. The fast and easy installation reduces unnecessary labor costs. With
no lifting equipment necessary, you can also save time and money during installation. Due to its
permanent feature, a release agent is not necessary. The simplicity of the product allows for easy
stacking, same-day finishing, and little to no training for installation and execution.

Smartform can be used universally for many purposes. Some applications include ground beams,
footings and foundations, pile caps, construction/cold joints, penetrations, temporary fencing, safety
screens, and many more.

In addition to its other features and benefits, Smartform can also be customised to accommodate
circular formwork requirements. Circular formwork is often required in construction projects involving
curved walls, columns, or other structures. With Powerpac’s SmartForm, the formwork panels can be
shaped and adjusted to form perfect circles, enabling the construction of seamless curved elements.

The flexibility of SmartForm allows for seamless integration of formwork into any project, whether for
building interiors, exteriors, or any other architectural or construction application. At Powerpac, we
ensure every project is catered to. Not only do we offer a variety of sizes ranging from 2450 to
6000mm, but we can also cut and shape unique sizes to work around your design parameters.


